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Abstract: We have used data on residential radon concentrations in
California, together with information on California residents' moving
histories and time-activity patterns, to estimate the distribution of
lifetime cumulative exposures to radon 222.

This distribution was

constructed using Monte Carlo techniques to simulate the lifetime occupancy
histories - and associated radon exposures - of 10,000 California
residents.

For standard male and female lifespans, the simulation sampled

from transition probability matrices representing changes of residence
within and between six regions of California, as well as into and out of
the other United states, and then sampled from the appropriate regional (or
national) distribution of indoor concentrations.

The resulting

distribution of lifetime cumulative exposures has a significantly narrower
relative width than the distribution of California indoor concentrations,
with only a small fraction - less than 0.2% - of the population having

1

lifetime exposures equivalent to living during their lifetimes in a single
home with a radon concentration of 148 Bqjm 3 or more.

2

Introduction
Because people change residences during their lifetimes and have
varied patterns of daily activity, the distribution of lifetime personal
exposures to radon 222 and its decay products is not simply related to the
distribution of current concentrations in residences.

Experience indicates

that the latter distribution typically has an approximately lognormal
form. l

If people lived in only one home during their lifetimes, the

distribution of individual exposures would be related by a simple factor to
the concentration distribution (except for the effects of varying lengths
of life and time spent outside the home).

For example, in the United

States, where about 6 or 7% of single-family houses have radon
concentrations exceeding 148 Bq/m 3 ,l if this were the only housing type,
the same percentage of the population would have lifetime exposures
corresponding to this indoor concentration, since in fact people would be
occupying the same houses for their lifetimes.
However, the U.S. population is highly mobile, which for each person
has the effect of averaging over the concentrations of a number of U.S.
houses.

Thus a person who has lived for some period in a house with very

high concentrations will tend at other times to live in homes with lower
levels, and the converse is true for a person living for some period with
unusually low concentrations.

In this way, concentrations at the extremes

tend to be averaged with more typical values, leading to a narrower
distribution and a smaller fraction of the population experiencing very
high (or very low) lifetime exposures.
To illustrate the potential importance of occupancy history, a simple
Monte Carlo calculation was recently performed, assuming that each member
of the U.S. population moves every 7 years to a house with a concentration
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chosen randomly from the

u.s.

concentration distribution. 2 The resulting

distribution of exposures had, of course, an average corresponding to
living for a lifetime in a house with the average indoor radon
concentration (about 55 Bq/m 3 ), but only 0.6% of individual exposures
corresponded to living at an average of 148 Bq/m 3 or more, an order of
magnitude less than the fraction of homes currently having levels this
high.
Members of the population, however, do not move with a fixed
frequency, nor do they move to a randomly selected house in the national
housing stock.

Thus a more accurate evaluation of the effects of mobility

and other factors requires more complete information and a methodology that
takes account of the variation in behavior.

We report an analysis of

results from California to explore the influence of mobility and timeactivity patterns on cumulative lifetime exposures to radon.
Understanding this question is important if we are to have any
estimation of the fraction of the population experiencing higher-thanaverage lifetime exposures.

This, in turn, ought to be an important factor

in the adoption of objectives and strategies in programs for controlling
exposures to indoor radon.

Data and methodology
The primary sets of information utilized in this analysis are results
from independent representative surveys in California of:

indoor radon

concentrations, mobility, and time-activity patterns.
The indoor monitoring survey measured radon concentrations using
etched-track detectors placed for a year in the living space of 310 homes. 3
The results were approximately lognormally distributed (although with a
4

slight excess of high-concentration results), with a geometric mean (GM) of
31 Bqjm 3 and a geometric standard deviation (GSO) of 1.9.

For this survey;

the state was divided into six geophysical regions, for which significantly
different distributions were found, with the following GMs (and GSDs):
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Bqjm 3 (1.7), 48 Bqjm 3 (1.6), 27 Bq/m 3 (1.8), 81 Bq/m 3 (2.4), 43 Bqjm 3
(1.6), 29 Bq/m 3 (1.8).
The mobility survey, conducted specifically for this study,
distributed questionnaires to a representative sampling of homes, resulting
in lifetime moving histories for 1179 individuals from 507 current
households.

This provided information for current California residents on

the annual probability of moving during their lives as a function of age
(shown in Figure 1 for the entire state) and on the transition
probabilities for moving within the same region, between regions, and from
or to other states of the United States.

The probability of being born

outside of California was found to be 0.505.
Information on time-activity patterns was obtained from two earlier
studies, one from questionnaires administered to a representative sampling
of people with age greater than 11 4 and another from questionnaires
covering time spent inside and outside residences of 1373 people of all
ages in 470 mobile home households,
concentrations. 5

from a survey of indoor formaldehyde

The percentages of time spent inside residences from the

two studies were essentially identical for ages greater than 11, but the
formaldehyde survey lacked detailed information on various
microenvironments, for which reason we used the information jointly for
present purposes.

For ages greater than 11, the average percentages of

time spent in various locations were:

62% at home, 25% in other buildings,

8% in transit (including 1% not inside vehicles), and 5% outdoors.
5

Those

aged less than 5 and more than 65 spent approximately and additional 10%
time at home.

For the present analysis, it was assumed that time-activity

patterns and probability of moving had the same age dependence for all the
regions.
Finally, information on birth rates, gender distributions, lifespans,
and region of birth (if born outsied California) was obtained from the
vital statistics for California.

The probability of being born male was

approximately 0.51, and the lifespan of males and females were taken to be
73 and 80 years, respectively.
The basic approach for the simulation of population exposure was to
construct the lifetime exposure for each of 10,000 hypothetical
individuals.

Once birthplace and gender were determined, exposure was

calculated year by year for the person's lifespan by sampling from the
appropriate indoor concentration distribution (GM = 33 BqJm3 and GSD = 2.8 1
if the person was at that point living outside California), then
calculating the residential exposure of that year from the product of the
sampled concentration and the percentage time spent at home characteristic
of that age, and adding an estimate of the exposure accumulated outside the
home.

(For this purpose, the outdoor concentration was taken to be 7

Bq/m 3 , and the concentration inside nonresidential buildings was taken to
be the mean of the outdoor value and the regional indoor GM.)

This Monte

Carlo approach then continued by sampling from age and regional mobility
probabilities to determine whether place of residence had changed during
the next year, thus indicating whether a new selection had to be made from
the appropriate regional concentration distribution.

Exposure was

accumulated until five years before the end of life (accounting in a
nominal way for the lung cancer latency period 6 ).
6

Two methods of sampling were used for determining an individual's
residential radon concentration, one by sampling from the lognormal
representation of the regional indoor radon distribution (parameterized by
the GMs and GSDs given above), and the other by sampling directly with
replacement from among the concentration results actually obtained from the
monitoring survey in that region (called the "bootstrap " approach in the
following).

Results
Characteristics of the distributions from the Monte Carlo simulations
(in each case of 10,000 individuals) are shown in the top part of Table 1.
For each approach - whether using lognormal sampling or the bootstrap
method - two separate simulations were performed using sets of 10,000
individuals; the results are statistically indistinguishable from one
another.

Simulations of the exposure distributions were performed for

several different assumptions, including no moving, where residents occupy
the same house all their lives, moving every 7 years to a random house in
the California distribution (comparable to the illustrative calculation
performed earlier for the United States), and moving according to the
California mobility results (called "Cal. move" in the Table), the
distribution of main interest.

The lognormal and bootstrap sampling

approaches gave equivalent results for the simulations with the actual
"moving" data.
The lognormal and bootstrap methods yield noticeably different
results for the non-moving case since, aside from the effect of time spent
outside the home, this case yields the same form as the indoor
concentration distribution assumed.

As noted above, the actual monitoring
7

high concentrations as compared with a lognormal fit (corresponding to the
lognormal exposure

di~tribution).

The "high-exposure risk," given for each case in the Table, is the
fraction of people whose exposure corresponds to living 100% time, for
one's lifespan less five years, at concentrations of 148 Bqjm 3 or more.
Note that the "bootstrap" non-moving result indicates 0.5% at "high
exposure," in contrast to a lognormal result of about 0.2%.

For either

sampling scheme, the moving result has a smaller percentage of people at
high exposure than for no moving, with the difference being most
substantial for the bootstrap results.

The 7-year moving result has

essentially no (less than 0.01% of) people at high exposure because this
fixed pattern of movement radically suppresses this tail, as had been
suggested from the earlier results.
These smaller tails occur - in spite of the fact that the moving
distribution has a larger mean exposure than the non-moving distribution
because the width of the moving distribution, as indicated by the standard
deviation, is significantly smaller.

(The 7-year moving distribution has

an even smaller standard deviation.)

These results are consistent with

those from a parallel analysis being performed for Minnesota - a state with
higher indoor radon concentrations than California - where the width of the
simulated exposure distribution, and the percentage in the tails, is
considerably smaller than for the indoor concentration distribution.?

We

note that the moving and 7-year moving results have higher mean exposures
than the non-moving results; this may occur because most of the California
population is in the low-concentration areas, and permitting moving tends
to average in the high-concentration regions to a greater degree.

8

This work illustrates a methodology for simulating the lifetime
exposure distribution to indoor radon, applied in this case to a state with
lower-than-average radon concentrations.

Still, the main features of the

analysis and the resulting distributional characteristics are indicative of
the important difference between distributions of lifetime exposures and of
indoor concentrations.

The importance of this distinction ought to be

even greater when considering the United States as a whole, with its widely
variable indoor concentrations and moving patterns.

However, the ability

to simulate these exposures may be limited by the data available.

Although

parameters of the indoor concentration distribution have been available for
some time,l and this information is improving with the availability of
results from the Environmental Protection Agency's National Residential
Radon Survey,8 the required information on moving patterns for the U.S. as
a whole has not been developed.

It may be necessary, therefore, to utilize

less complete information on mobility, such as that available from the U.S.
census, the approach taken in the analysis of radon exposures for Minnesota
residents. 7

This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research,
Office of Health and Environmental Research, Health Effects and Life
Sciences Division of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DEAC03-76SF00098.
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Figure Caption
Figure 1. Annual probability of moving as a function of age for all
California residents.
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Table 1
Summary of Simulated Lifetime Radon Exposures
Lognormal Model
Cases

Mean

S.D.

(Bq • m-

3

•

Med

Bootstrap Method
H. E. Risko

(%)

yr)

S.D.

Mean

(Bq • m-

3

•

Med

H. E. Risko

(%)

yr)

2054

1365

1739

0.18

2065

1480

1591

0.53

2050

1391

1739

0.25

2091

1547

1617

0.62

2153

407

2109

0.00

2220

585

2109

0.00

2157

403

2109

0.00

2216

581

2109

0.00

2453

1106

2205

0.16

2491

1158

2220

0.16

2442

1154

2205

0.13

2482

1132

2238

0.14

No move
Move
every 7 yr

Ca 1. r!jove

* High Exposure Risk

=The probability of having average annual exposure> 148 Bq • m-3 • yr.

Prob~move

at age

n I age

at survey >=
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